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ZSK technical News and Innovations

new products

Auto Select Bobbin Changer - Art.No.: 270.021.921
The Auto Select Bobbin Changer knows the position of
the magazine at any time. In the T8-2 control unit, the
needle and bobbin and thus also conductive top and
bottom yarn, thick top and bottom yarn for 3D effects
as well as the same colour top and bottom yarns can be
automatically assigned. Production times are shortened
and possible mistakes can be avoided. Even with the
combination of thin and thick top yarn in a pattern, the
Auto Select Bobbin Changer is a great help.
The auto select bobbin changer can be installed on all
ZSK flatbed machines and (upon request) on tubular
machines with the old tubular arm. If the bobbin changer
is installed on tubular machines, caps and tubular goods
cannot be produced.
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- auch für SKW
- kein Vorlauf der Spulenkapsel im Stickbetrieb

- also for BCC
- no advance of the bobbin case in embroidery
mode

new products

Accessories for Sewing Threads
ZSK offers bobbins and bobbin cases with higher thread
tension, specially designed for leather embroidery
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- for thick yarn
- for bobbin changer
- black flap
- thread tension up to 160 g
- use with rotary hook ZSK FP 573 208
Bobbin			
Bobbin case
Rotary hook		
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Art.No.: 573 223
Art.No.: 570 907
Art.No.: 573 208

new products

Needle NM 110 System DBXK5 SD (784702)
Art.No.: 574 733
Needle NM 120 System DBXK5 SD (784712)
Art.No.: 574 734
Needle NM 130 System DBXK5 SD (784722)
Art.No.: 574 735
Needle NM 120 System DBXK5 DH (784672)
Art.No.: 574 731
Needle NM 130 System DBXK5 DH (784682)
Art.No.: 574 732

Exclusive needles
For ZSK, Groz-Beckert exclusively manufactures needles
that are specially adapted to the requirements of leather
embroidery.
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new functions

Retraction of Sequins
The retraction function can be activated in the parameter
settings of the T8. Instead of lifting and lowering the
sequin device as a whole, only the foot is retracted. For
thread trimming the sequin device is not lifted. This
increases the performance of the machine. In addition, the
foot is retracted if no further use of the sequin device is
required within the next stitches.
Preconditions:
MCP35 with CON-Module; Twin Sequin Device
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new functions

K-Head with 12 colours
While the K-head machines were previously available
with a number of 6 colours, we can now also offer our
customers K-Head machines with 12 colours. These
machines are equipped with the super fast colour
change.
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new models

Racer 8 WL - Art.No.: 376.570.918
- 8 heads with 18 needles
- sewing field size 3960x700mm;
8 heads with 495x700mm each
- super fast colour change
- slimmest tubular arm
- cap and single frame embroidery
- ideal for 3D embroidery
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